Accelerate time to value for multi-party solutions
Business infrastructure, be it company internal or
spanning multiple enterprises, needs a golden source of
truth for critical data and the rules governing that data.
Smart contracts running on distributed ledger
technology (DLT), blockchains or databases provide the
shared data models and guaranteed consistency that’s
required to build applications across organizations and
remove slow and expensive reconciliation processes. But
these systems form only the foundation of a solution
stack, and connecting to or developing applications for
such systems without the proper developer and
integration tooling is complex end error prone, adding
signiﬁcant technology, budget, and time risk to projects.

A patchwork of libraries, developer tools, and
integration components provide some remediation of
this problem for most enterprise DLT and blockchain
systems. But developers have to ﬁrst pick their platform,
and then piece together a solution stack mixing
disparate custom, open-source and commercial
components from many sources, leading to expensive
and fragile solutions without any compatibility
guarantees. In contrast, Daml Connect provides a
purpose-made and coherent stack of developer tools
and integration components for building, integrating,
deploying and maintaining robust solutions with real
compatibility and portability guarantees.

Daml Connect – Connect to any Daml network and support
your cross-entity application throughout the entire software
development lifecycle

Build composable, extensible and
maintainable solutions by
employing a clean architecture of
microservices on top of a shared
smart contract layer.
Connect to any Daml network with
strong compatibility and portability
guarantees for any solution built
with Daml Connect.
Fully integrate your solution using
a modular stack of purpose built
libraries and runtime components
allowing you to bridge cross-entity
and internal applications with ease.
Increase your productivity with a
powerful set of developer tools
reducing non-differentiating code
to near zero and allowing you to
deliver value with minimal
investment.
Get 365x24 Enterprise Support
directly from Digital Asset, the
creators of Daml.

digitalasset.com

Robust solutions that unlock the full value of your ledger
Build your network by ﬂexibly connecting
applications and infrastructures

Digital Asset works with the world’s
largest companies across every
industry to build solutions that
synchronize complex multi-party
workﬂows, lower operational cost,
and mitigate risk.

Daml Connect allows you to expand innovation beyond organisational,
regulatory, or legal boundaries. Using a composable and infrastructure
agnostic toolset, capable of harnessing the power of distributed ledgers,
Daml Connect allows businesses to participate in existing applications, to
integrate cross-entity applications with their internal systems, or to offer
entirely new services on an existing network. All applications built with
Daml Connect work on any Daml network without re-engineering or
network-wide buy-in needed. And thanks to the architectural patterns
encouraged by Daml Connect, the composability of Daml smart contracts
translates into composability of entire solutions.

Bridge cross-entity and internal solutions with ease
Daml Connect allows smart contracts and ledger data to serve as the
golden source of truth rather than ending up as yet another silo. It
completes the stack for fully integrated smart contract solutions using a
holistically designed yet ﬂexible set of components and libraries made for
enterprise, spanning all the way from event sourcing to presentation in
UIs. The use of high-adoption technology offers high compatibility and
reduces technology risk. Modularity and layered APIs make sure
developers can use as much or as little of it as the task demands,
preventing the development of unmaintainable monoliths.

Increase productivity with fullstack development support
Daml Connect allows developers to deliver business value with minimal investment. A powerful set of developer tools
provides tight feedback loops and rapid iterative development. Runtime components and libraries reduce boilerplate to
near zero, allowing developers to concentrate what differentiates their business case. Real-time feedback and code-reuse
between smart contracts, tests, and integrations reduce complexity and errors. Tooling for prototyping, presentation and
deployment allows app creation in hours, leading to fast paced innovation and enabling low cost business case validation.

Learn more and view additional case studies at
https://digitalasset.com, or
Digital Asset helps companies of all sizes and across
industries get distributed applications to market faster, and
stay there longer. At the core of our service offering is Daml,
an open source and platform-independent smart contract
language that enables developers to write an application once
and deploy it anywhere. Our global team of professionals is
comprised of experts and innovators from technology,
engineering, enterprise domains and the industries we serve.

digitalasset.com

Download the Daml Connect Community Edition and
view our reference applications at https://daml.com
Connect with us on Twitter:
@digitalasset and @damldriven
Set up a call or meeting by contacting us at
sales@digitalasset.com

